The article presents real time rigid body orientation estimation using inertial and magnetic sensors. Based on the review of orientation estimation literature we suggest, as possible alternative to standard approaches, novel two-layer stochastic estimation filter architecture based on Kalman and particle filters combined into two layers. Two-layer architecture was chosen because it enables greater applicability via upgrade of already implemented Kalman or particle filters. Four two-layer filter architectures were designed, each one enabling different layer interaction. Estimation of human head orientation was chosen as a case example. Simulated data and batch head orientation measurement data were used to test the proposed architectures in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency and to select the best one in terms of aforementioned performance parameters. Selected architecture was then implemented in real time for human-computer interaction and was tested on several practical applications. Obtained results are presented and discussed and future research directions suggested.
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**1 INTRODUCTION**

In the field of human motion analysis accurate knowledge of position and orientation of individual body segments is of interest [1–3]. Usually optoelectronic methods are used for data acquisition. Although very accurate they are cumbersome, limited to laboratory setting, expensive, have limited field of view and have occlusion issues. Thus, body worn sensors, like accelerometers and gyroscopes, based on MEMS technology have recently received a lot of attention [1–5]. The main part of inertial sensor packs is estimation algorithm since individual sensors have shortcomings like bias in gyroscope output or accelerometer sensitivity to vibrations [2, 6–8]. Kalman filters and its variants like extended Kalman filter (EKF) are somewhat of a standard in human motion analysis due to their good accuracy and computational efficiency [1–3, 7, 9, 10]. When working with nonlinear systems EKF operation is based on linearization around current working point by expansion in Taylor like series. While this kind of approach is effective for those systems that do not have severe nonlinearities or operate in limited range where nonlinearities are not severe, it can produce poor results for cases when nonlinearities are severe. Also, Kalman filters base their operation on assumption that process and measurement noises are distributed according to Gaussian distribution which is not always the case. Additionally lower EKF sampling rate can result in filter divergence [10]. In contrast to EKF, particle filters (PF) do not require linearization step
and can successfully cope with different types of noise distributions. They are based on Bayesian inference and Monte Carlo sampling methods [11–14] which use number of samples (or particles) to numerically approximate a posteriori distribution. The higher the number of particles the better the accuracy but with higher computational cost. While computational cost still presents an important issue, with improvements in the algorithm like Rao-Blackwellization [12, 14] and with ever increasing availability of computer power, it is becoming less important. Good review of particle filters can be found in [11, 15]. It should be noted that there exist another Kalman filter variant called Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [10] which is not routinely used in human motion analysis and whose cost effectiveness in human orientation tracking has been questioned [16]. Thus it was not considered in this work. Comparison between EKF and PF (with \( N = 200 \) particles) performance in terms of accuracy and computational complexity on highly nonlinear system of equations found in [10] is depicted in Fig. (1). The figure clearly illustrates superior accuracy of PF compared to EKF but with about 1000 times longer execution time.

Fig. 1. Comparison between EKF and PF performance

From the previous discussion it can be concluded that combining EKF and PF could result in more reliable human motion analysis with positive/desirable characteristics of individual algorithms. Additionally EKF results can be adequate in number of cases when nonlinearities are not severe, while PF-level accuracy could be required in just some cases. Thus, we argue, that design of architecture which would employ both the EKF and PF algorithms would present a compromise between individual algorithms in terms of accuracy and computational complexity while enabling use of just one of the algorithms when needed. In the paper basic versions of two estimation algorithms are used and we note that application of more advanced algorithm variants (e.g. adaptive particle and Kalman filters) could result in improved performance. But since the gist of the paper is in comparison between stand alone algorithms and two-layer architecture, more advanced (and thus more complex) algorithms would, in authors opinion, be unpractical. In literature approach similar to one presented here can be found in [17], but without tight coupling between EKF and PF algorithms. Combination of EKF and PF algorithms can also be used for better estimation of a posteriori distribution in Bayesian inference [10, 14]. Expectation-maximization (EM) algorithms [18] can also use combination of EKF and PF algorithms in their operation.

The paper focuses on different ways by which EKF and PF interaction can be achieved in two-layer architecture, with case example of head orientation tracking for the purpose of improved human-computer interaction. The article is structured as follows. In the next section the problem of EKF and PF interaction in two-layer architecture is considered and four possible solutions proposed. In Section 3 proposed architectures are tested on simulated and real data sets. Several applications of human-computer interaction based on two-layer estimation architecture are considered in Section 4, while conclusions are drawn and future research directions are suggested in Section 5.

2 TWO-LAYER STOCHASTIC FILTER ARCHITECTURE

In order to design two-layer stochastic filter architecture, two main building blocks (i.e. EKF and PF) need to be defined. Since the basis for both blocks is (head) motion model it also needs to be defined. Modeling of human head motion due to several complex joints is not a trivial task [19]. Additionally, choice of head orientation notation has an effect on model performance and complexity [20]. In our research we chose Euler angles and their time propagation model since they are simple and computationally effective. The problem of singularities associated with Euler angles is eliminated by the fact that normal human range of motion of cervical spine due to anatomical constraints does not permit such situations [21]. Time propagation of Euler angles is well documented in literature [20]. It uses current angles in global coordinate frame and angular velocities in body coordinate frame to propagate orientation angles via integration of angular velocities in global coordinate frame. Since gyroscopes which measure angular velocities suffer from accuracy issues related to existence of temperature dependent bias it makes sense to include biases in the model, thus minimizing/eliminating their influence. Resulting model equations are

\[
\dot{\phi} = (\omega_y - \delta \omega_y) \sin(\phi(t)) + (\omega_z - \delta \omega_z) \\
\cos(\phi(t)) \tan(\theta(t)) + (\omega_x - \delta \omega_x) \tag{1}
\]

\[
\dot{\theta} = (\omega_y - \delta \omega_y) \cos(\phi(t)) + (\omega_z - \delta \omega_z) \sin(\phi(t)) \cos(\phi(t)) \tan(\theta(t)) \tag{2}
\]

\[
\dot{\psi} = [(\omega_y - \delta \omega_y) \sin(\phi(t)) + (\omega_z - \delta \omega_z) \cos(\phi(t))] \sec(\theta(t)) \tag{3}
\]
where $\phi$ (roll), $\theta$ (pitch) and $\psi$ (yaw) are head orientation angles defined in Fig. (2), $\omega_1$, $\omega_2$, and $\omega_3$ are gyroscopic biases for respective rotation axis, while $\omega_x$, $\omega_y$, and $\omega_z$ are rotational velocities in body coordinate frame.

Due to explicit dependence of equation (7) on $P_k^+$ which is now part of equation (8) alternative form of equation (7) also had to be used [10]

$$P_k^+ = [(P_k^-)^{-1} + H_k^T R_k^{-1} H_k]^{-1}$$

Equations (8) and (9) were used throughout subsequent testing without any singularity issues or numerical instability. It is interesting to note that hybrid version of Kalman filter was used since time update is defined in continuous domain while measurement update is defined in discrete domain.

Measurement vector $y_k$ consisted of indirect measurements of head orientation angles. Roll and pitch angles were calculated from accelerometer measurements using equations

$$\theta_{ac} = -\arcsin \left( \frac{a_{xc} c_\phi}{g r} \right)$$

$$\phi_{ac} = \arcsin \left( \frac{a_{yc}}{g r \cos(\theta_{ac})} \right)$$

where $a_{xc}$ and $a_{yc}$ are accelerometer measurements along $x$ and $y$ axis, while $g r$ is total measured acceleration defined as $g r = \sqrt{a_{xc}^2 + a_{yc}^2 + a_{zc}^2}$. Note that $g r$ should (ideally) equal gravitational acceleration constant $g$ but in order to avoid trigonometric function domain issues we chose $g r$ to be as defined before. The yaw angle of rotation was calculated from (tilt compensated) magnetometer measurements as

$$\psi_{mag} = \frac{-m_x c(\phi_{ac}) + m_z s(\phi_{ac})}{m_x s(\theta_{ac}) + m_y s(\theta_{ac}) s(\phi_{ac}) + m_z c(\phi_{ac}) s(\theta_{ac})}$$

where $m_x$, $m_y$, and $m_z$ are magnetometer measurements in local coordinate frame, $c$ is cosine and $s$ sine function.

It should be noted that orientation angles calculated from accelerometer measurements are used to compensate for tilt in magnetometer measurements. Gyroscope measurements are not part of measurement vector $y_k$ since they are included in the model equations (1), (2) and (3). The complete algorithm can be seen in Algorithm (1).

---

2.1 Layer 1 - Extended Kalman filter

From equations (1), (2) and (3) it can be seen that motion model is nonlinear, thus EKF needs to be used. EKF algorithm is performed in two steps: time and measurement update. Time update is based on the motion model and is in general executed once per sampling time. In this paper it was defined in continuous domain by (1), (2), (3) and

$$\dot{\hat{x}}_k^- = \hat{x}_k^- + K_k [y_k - h_k(\hat{x}_k^-, t_k)]$$

$$P_k^- = (I - K_k H_k) P_k^- (I - K_k H_k)^T + K_k R_k K_k^T$$

where $P_k^-$ is the a posteriori estimate covariance matrix, $\dot{\hat{x}}_k^-$ is the a posteriori estimate, $\hat{x}_k^-$ is the a priori estimate, $K_k$ is Kalman gain, $y_k$ is measurement vector, $h_k$ is measurement function relating measurements to system states, $H_k$ is Jacobian matrix of $h_k$, $R_k$ is measurement noise covariance matrix. These equations demonstrated numerical instability i.e. Kalman gain could not be calculated due to appearance of singularity in the inverse member of equation (5) after several iterations. Thus alternative form of the equation was used [10]

$$K_k = P_k^- H_k^T R_k^{-1}$$

$$\hat{x}_k^+ = \hat{x}_k^- + K_k [y_k - h_k(\hat{x}_k^-, t_k)]$$

$$P_k^+ = [(P_k^-)^{-1} + H_k^T R_k^{-1} H_k]^{-1}$$

**Algorithm 1 Extended Kalman filter used in the paper**

**Input:** $\hat{x}_0^+, P_0^+, Q, R_0$

**Output:** $\hat{x}_k^+, P_k^+$

1. for $k = 1$ to $\infty$
   2. $\dot{\hat{x}}_k^- = f(\hat{x}_{k-1}^-, u, t)$
   3. $P^- = A P_{k-1}^+ + P_{k-1}^+ A + Q$
   4. $K_k = P_k^+ H_k R_k^{-1}$
   5. $\dot{\hat{x}}_k^+ = \hat{x}_k^- + K_k [y_k - h_k(\hat{x}_k^-, t_k)]$
   6. $P_k^+ = [(P_k^-)^{-1} + H_k^T R_k^{-1} H_k]^{-1}$
7. end for
2.2 Layer 2 - Particle filter

Particle filter operation is based on Bayesian inference with prediction-correction steps much like EKF [13, 14]. The prediction step in PF is based on Chapman-Kolmogorov equation

\[ p(x_k \mid y_{k-1}) = \int p(x_k \mid x_{k-1})p(x_{k-1} \mid y_{k-1})dx_{k-1} \]  

(13)

while correction step is defined with equation

\[ p(x_k \mid y_k) = \frac{p(y_k \mid x_k)p(x_k \mid y_{k-1})}{\int p(y_k \mid x_k)p(x_k \mid y_{k-1})dx_k} \]  

(14)

Since equations (13) and (14) can be analytically solved just for few special cases, Monte Carlo sampling methods are used. Ideal Monte Carlo sampling can not be implemented in practical applications since a posteriori distribution \( p(y_k \mid x_k) \) needs to be known [14]. Instead, sampling is based on importance density function where relative importance is assumed. There are several different methods for selection of importance density function: optimal, transitional, measurement, etc. Arguably the most used importance density function (and the one used in the paper) is transitional density function in which importance weights associated with each particle are calculated based on prediction step i.e. model output \( p(x_k \mid x_{k-1}) \) [14]. The downside of such approach is that the currently available measurements are not considered for sample generation resulting in reduced accuracy.

In the paper particle filter was implemented in sequential importance sampling with resampling (SIR) form. Resampling was applied at every iteration resulting in worst case scenario in terms of computational cost of the algorithm. Better computational efficiency could be achieved if resampling would be executed only at those time instances when effective sample number exceeds predefined threshold [12–14]. Resampling method used was systematic resampling since compared to other two widely used resampling techniques (multinomial and residual) it is computationally more effective and has lower weight variance [14,22]. Sample impoverishment is undesirable effect which is a byproduct of resampling step and which can result in undesirable algorithm performance. In the paper a simple approach called roughening was used [14]: after the resampling and before the beginning of next iteration certain amount of noise was added to particles in order to increase their diversity.

Number of particles in PF play an important role both in accuracy and in computational efficiency. Thus, testing was done to identify dependency between accuracy and particle number as well as computational complexity and particle number. Obtained results are depicted in Fig. (3). These results suggest that \( N = 1000 \) would be a good choice since after that accuracy (in all three orientation angles) does not improve significantly while computational cost rises quickly.

![Graph showing influence of particle number on accuracy and computational cost](image)

**Fig. 3. Influence of particle number on accuracy and computational cost**

The complete PF algorithm used in the paper can be seen in Algorithm (2).

**Algorithm 2 Particle filter used in the paper**

**Input:** \( p(x_0), w_0^1 = \frac{1}{N} \)

**Output:** \( p(x_k \mid y_k) \)

1. for \( k = 1 \) to \( \infty \) do
2. \( x_k^i \sim p(x_k \mid x_{k-1}) \)
3. \( x_{0,k} = \{x_{0,k-1}, x_k^i\} \)
4. \( w_k^i \sim p(y_k \mid x_k^i) \)
5. Systematic resampling to get new sample set \( x_k^{(i)} \)
6. Roughening
7. end for

2.3 Two-layer interaction

In the proposed approach each layer contains only one estimation algorithm: first layer houses EKF while the second houses PF. The way in which these two layers interact is (as subsequent testing showed) critical for achieving good performance both for accuracy and computational efficiency. Four interaction schemes were designed and tested. For the experiments XSens MTx inertial sensor pack\(^1\) with XBuBusMaster was used for data acquisition and as a referent measurement device for head orientation measurements\(^2\). Interaction schemes were as follows:

- SCHEME "A": The layer 1 containing EKF algorithm is working at the desired sampling rate (e.g. 50

---

\(^1\)http://www.xsens.com/en/general/mtx

\(^2\)static accuracy < 1°; dynamic accuracy 2° RMSE depending on movement type.
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Hz), while layer 2 containing PF algorithm works at the reduced system sampling rate (in our experiments it was set to $\frac{1}{10}$ of EKF sampling rate). Layer interaction is achieved only at those moments at which PF layer is active in a way that results from PF are presented to EKF as additional measurements. This is possible because mean value and standard deviation of PF estimate can be calculated based on all particle values. This means that PF can affect EKF performance, but EKF performance has no effect on PF. Estimated system output is output from layer 1 (i.e. EKF output). This interaction scheme is graphically depicted in Fig. (4).

**Fig. 4. Between layer interaction according to scheme A**

- **SCHEME "B":** In this interaction scheme layer 1 containing the EKF algorithm is working with $(f_{sampling} - 1)$ sampling rate while layer 2 is active at those time instances when layer 1 is not active. Here both layers influence each other so a good hand-off procedure is needed. When layer 2 is finished with its estimation and layer 1 starts, transition occurs much in the same way as in scheme A. Transition from layer 1 to layer 2 is somewhat different. Here, in order to reduce computational burden of PFs in layer 2, gyroscope biases are not considered in that layer but are rather "tunneled" to the next layer 1 iteration. The (reasonable) assumption made here is that due to relatively high architecture sampling rate (25 Hz - 50 Hz) biases cannot change significantly in that short time. The transition itself occurs in a way that outputs from layer 1 (estimate $\hat{x}_k$ and covariance matrix $P_{ekf}^k$) are used to generate required number of particles according to Gaussian distribution. Estimated system output is output from layer 1 or layer 2 depending which one is active at particular time instance. This interaction scheme is graphically depicted in Fig. (5).

- **SCHEME "C":** This interaction scheme is similar to scheme B and was motivated by the desire to explore if more complex version of scheme B, although more computationally demanding, would be more accurate. Transition procedure between layer 1 and layer 2 was modified in a way that each particle from layer 2 had its own EKF filter in layer 1 (i.e. N particles in layer 2 = N EKF filters in layer 1). This meant that calculation of mean and standard deviation for all particles (when transitioning from layer 2 to layer 1) as well as generation of particle values based on EKF estimate (when transitioning from layer 1 to layer 2) was no longer necessary. Bias "tunneling" feature from scheme B was also applied. Estimated system output is the same as in scheme B. This interaction scheme is graphically depicted in Fig. (6).

**Fig. 5. Between layer interaction according to scheme B**

**Fig. 6. Between layer interaction according to scheme C**

- **SCHEME "D":** This interaction scheme is inverse version of scheme A. Layer 1 is working at the system sampling rate as was case in scheme A. Layer 1 now has effect on layer 2 while layer 2 does not have any direct influence on layer 1. Estimated system output is output from layer 2 meaning that this interaction scheme has reduced system sampling rate. This interaction scheme is graphically depicted in Fig. (7).

**Fig. 7. Between layer interaction according to scheme D**
In all interaction schemes both layers have access to sensor measurements and are based on the same head orientation model.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As was stated earlier, performance in terms of computational efficiency and accuracy of the four proposed two-layer interaction schemes was tested both on simulated and on measurement data. Two performance parameters were used: execution time (in seconds) and root mean square error (RMSE) defined by

$$\text{RMSE} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (x_i - \hat{x}_i)$$

where $x_i$ is referent and $\hat{x}_i$ estimated value while $n$ is total number of samples.

3.1 Simulated data

First, three orientation velocity signals and associated biases were arbitrarily chosen and then based on mathematical equations (1), (2) and (3) head orientation angles were calculated. Accelerometer measurements were calculated using (10) and (11). Values of local magnetic field in all three directions ($H_x$, $H_y$ and $H_z$) were used in

$$m_x = H_x c(\theta)c(\psi) + H_y c(\theta)s(\psi) - H_z s(\theta)$$

$$m_y = H_x c(\phi)s(\theta)c(\psi) - c(\phi)s(\psi) + H_y s(\theta)s(\psi) + c(\phi)c(\psi) + H_z s(\phi)c(\theta)$$

$$m_z = H_x c(\phi)s(\theta)c(\psi) + s(\phi)s(\psi) + H_y c(\phi)s(\theta)s(\psi) - s(\phi)c(\psi) + H_z c(\phi)c(\theta)$$

to calculate simulated magnetometer readings ($m_x$, $m_y$ and $m_z$). Simulated sensor readings were then injected with artificial zero-mean Gaussian distributed noise and were then used as inputs to the two-layer estimation architecture. Sampling frequency was set to 50 Hz. It should be noted that estimation was also achieved with EKF, PF as well as PF with reduced sampling rate. Comparison of obtained results for all estimation algorithms is presented in Table (1).

Examination of data presented in Table (1) reveals the following: a) EKF is the fastest while PF is the most accurate estimation algorithm, b) reduction in PF sampling rate alone by half reduces execution time by half but also reduces accuracy compared to full PF (in case of yaw angle as much as half), c) scheme B has the best combination of performance parameters of all the proposed interaction schemes. Graphical comparison of referent values for roll angle with PF, EKF and scheme B estimation results is presented in Fig. (8) while Fig. (9) depicts $\sqrt{CRLB}$ and standard deviations of 100 Monte Carlo simulations for the same angle.

Fig. 8. Comparison of PF, EKF and scheme B roll estimation results with referent values for simulated data

Fig. 9. Comparison of $\sqrt{CRLB}$ values for head roll angle with EKF, PF and scheme B results

The simulation results showed that the proposed two-layer architecture is feasible and that its results present a com-
promise in terms of accuracy and computational complexity between EKF and PF and thus justify further testing.

### 3.2 Measurement data - batch mode

Measurements for performance testing were achieved with one test subject who was instructed to arbitrarily move his head in all directions and with varying speeds. This procedure was repeated several times. Xsens MTx sensor was used in the measurements and was attached to subject’s head via elastic strap. The sensor outputs included raw data (accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer data) as well as orientation data. Raw data was used as input to the proposed two-layer architecture tested on Pentium 4 with 2 GB memory PC. Recorded data set (of 61 second length) was presented to estimation algorithm(s) in batch mode.

Under these test conditions exact process and measurement noises were unknown i.e. matrices $Q$ and $R$ could not be defined analytically. Thus, through process of trial and error (before actual batch data processing and on separate data set) these values were experimentally determined in a way that RMSE was minimized. Estimation sampling frequency was not constant and was dependent on available sensor measurements which in turn depended on available computer resources. Its value was between 9 and 50 Hz with mean value of 32 Hz. Comparison for both performance parameters for all tested algorithms is presented in Table (2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>RMSE [$^\circ$]</th>
<th>Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EKF</td>
<td>1.49, 1.42, 2.63</td>
<td>0.3702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>1.08, 1.38, 2.17</td>
<td>21.5238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF (reduced)</td>
<td>2.85, 4.83, 4.68</td>
<td>4.4136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme A</td>
<td>1.14, 1.24, 3.5</td>
<td>4.9215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme B</td>
<td>1.15, 1.37, 2.21</td>
<td>5.0051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme C</td>
<td>0.92, 1.68, 2.72</td>
<td>155.659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme D</td>
<td>3.22, 8.08, 10.41</td>
<td>4.2802</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the presented data the following conclusions can be drawn: a) EKF is the fastest method while PF is again the most accurate, b) the difference between EKF and PF accuracy is not significant as it was for simulated data which we attribute to variable sampling frequency, c) effects of PF down-sampling are the same as for simulated data, d) scheme B again has the best combination of performance parameters of all suggested interaction architectures. Graphical comparison of referent values for roll angle with PF, EKF and scheme B estimation results is depicted in Fig. (10). Obtained results are in accordance with results from simulated data.

### 3.3 Measurement data - real time

Scheme B, as interaction architecture with most promising performance results, was implemented in real time in Visual C# programming environment. Measurement procedure was the same as in Subsection (3.2). No additional estimation algorithms were tested and RMSE value was used as sole performance parameter. Sampling frequency was not constant and depended on available computer resources. Its value was between 10 and 50 Hz, with mean value of 37 Hz. Comparison of referent and estimated head orientation angles is depicted in Fig. (11). Obtained results are in accordance with previous conclusions. During the entire testing which lasted more than 11 hours no real time or implementation (e.g. numerical instability) issues were detected. Thus we concluded that the proposed two-layer estimation architecture based on interaction scheme B is
appropriate for real time application and has accuracy suitable for number of practical applications.

4 APPLICATIONS

In order to demonstrate applicability of the proposed two-layer architecture in real world situations three application scenarios were considered: text entry, gesture recognition and robotic arm control. Calibration had to be performed before each of the applications relating head orientation angles to desired control signal(s).

4.1 Text entry

Text entry task was achieved through on-screen keyboard provided by freeware program Click-N-Type. The user controlled Windows pointer with head motion and positioned the pointer over the desired on-screen key and left it there for certain amount of time since key selection was time triggered (in our experiments this parameter was set to 0.7 s). A sentence with 319 characters (including spaces) was read at comfortable pace to 15 test subjects who had to enter it as fast as possible. User performance was measured with words per minute (WPM) with normalized word length of 5 characters including spaces. This meant that in our particular case users had to enter 63.8 normalized words. Average "typing" speed was measured to be 5.01 WPM with standard deviation of 1.33. In the literature average WPM values for similar non-keyboard and non-mouse systems range from 1.9 [23] to 25 [24] depending on system characteristics and test subjects. Similar system, based on head motion tracking for text entry which didn’t use text entry prediction and was tested on two impaired subjects [25] produced similar results (5.4 WPM).

4.2 Head gesture recognition

The feasibility of inertial sensor based system with two-layer estimation architecture for head gesture recognition was examined next. Six different head gestures whose on-screen pointer traces are depicted in Fig. (12) were used. Each gesture was repeated five times by each of 15 test subjects. Three repetitions were used for learning purposes while two were used for recognition. Discrete dynamic movement primitives (DPMs) [26, 27] were used for gesture modeling and recognition. This approach then enabled calculation of base function \( f(x) \) defined by

\[
f(x) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \psi_i w_i x_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} \psi_i w_i}
\]  

(19)

where \( N \) is number of base functions (in the experiments we used \( N = 25 \)), \( \psi_i \) are equally spaced Gaussian functions, \( w_i \) are Gaussian base function weights and \( x_i \) is phase variable which is used as substitute for time. The equation (19) is solved by linear regression for variable \( w_i \) which can be shown to have characteristic set of values for particular discrete movement. Since in the paper 2D motion of on-screen pointer is considered, two sets of Gaussian function weights (one for \( x \) and one for \( y \) axis) need to be calculated. Once all of the function weights were calculated based on first three data sets, two remaining measurement were used for recognition by means of simple correlation coefficient defined as

\[
c_i = \frac{w_{iL}^T w_{iT}}{|w_{iL}||w_{iT}|}
\]  

(20)

where \( w_{iL} \) are learned weights while \( w_{iT} \) are test weights. Obtained results for each gesture are shown in Table (3). Average gesture recognition rate was 77\% with \( \pm 10\% \) standard deviation, compared to 84\% recognition rate found in literature [26]. But when making this kind of comparison it should be noted that in [26] advanced form of linear regression (Locally Weighted Projection Regression - LWPR) was used along with k-nearest neighbor algorithm. Thus, we concluded that obtained recognition results are comparable to ones found in literature further

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gesture No.</th>
<th>Average recognition rate [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12. On-screen pointer traces for used head gestures

Table 3. Gesture recognition rate for all test subjects
establishing applicability of two-layer estimation architecture for head orientation tracking.

4.3 Robot manipulator control

Final application scenario on which we tested new estimation architecture was control of small robot manipulator with 5 DOF (all revolute joints) + grasper open-close. Several control schemes were tested with 2D inverse kinematic approach producing best results in terms of execution time of specified task. Task at hand was relocation of plastic glass from starting to final position and return to the robot initial position as is shown in Fig. (13).

![Experimental setup for head motion based robot control](image)

Fig. 13. Experimental setup for head motion based robot control

2D inverse kinematic model enabled users to independently set $x$, $y$, and $z$ coordinates of robot end-effector to the desired position while the model calculated commands to individual joint actuators. Three test subjects participated in the experiment, each one completing the task at hand three times without significant difficulties. Test subjects had some problems achieving desired task when no inverse model was used i.e. users had control over every individual robot actuator. The difference can clearly be seen from task completion times presented in Table (4). This can be attributed to the fact that users did not know the dynamics of robot and coupling between joint angles, resulting in numerous corrections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject No.</th>
<th>Time without model [s]</th>
<th>Time with model [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>375 ($\pm$14.5)</td>
<td>189 ($\pm$10.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although no similar data could be found in literature, we believe that successful (multiple time) completion of task demonstrated feasibility of head sensor based approach to robot control as well as applicability of two-layer estimation architecture.

5 CONCLUSION

The two layer estimation architecture based on extended Kalman (EKF) and particle filter (PF) for the purpose of 3D head orientation tracking using inertial and magnetic sensor measurements is presented. The architecture is validated on three data sets: simulated data, real measurement data in batch mode and in real time. Measurements were achieved with Xsens MTx inertial sensor pack. The work is a first step towards the development of generic architecture that would enable simple upgrade of already implemented estimation systems achieving results that would in terms of accuracy and computational complexity be a compromise between PF and EKF. Four techniques for between layer interaction were designed and tested. The proposed interaction techniques for two-layer architecture were first validated by simulation. Using known mathematical equations for Euler angle time propagation as well as sensor models, noisy sensor measurements were generated. This noisy data represented input to two-layer estimation architecture. Obtained results demonstrated feasibility of the approach with best interaction scheme having root mean square error (RMSE) of 3.22° for roll, 2.91° for pitch and 7.29° for yaw angle. The tracking performance on the measurement data (in batch mode) is encouraging and has RMSE values smaller than simulated data which we attribute to variable system sampling rate present in real measurements due to limited computer resources. However trends in signal errors (i.e. yaw having the largest error) are the same. RMSE values for best interaction scheme in batch mode are: 1.15° for roll, 1.37° for pitch and 2.21° for yaw angle. Since the same interaction scheme again produced the best combination of results, it was selected for real time implementation. Real time implementation was achieved in Visual C# environment with similar RMSE values (1.42° for roll, 1.46° for pitch and 3.68° for yaw angle) and in 11+ hour test period showed numerical stability.

The proposed estimation architecture for head tracking applications in human-computer interaction was tested on three practical scenarios: text entry, gesture recognition and control of robot manipulator. Applicability was demonstrated in all three situations with results comparable to those found in literature. The presented results show that two-layer estimation architecture for head tracking and human-computer interaction is a reliable alternative to standard EKF and PF algorithms. Possible improvements include implementation of adaptive EKF algorithms [7], adaptive number of PF particles [28], development of new layer interaction schemes and implementation of central overseer which would (based on available resources and desired accuracy) switch between standard EKF and PF algorithms and two-layer architecture.
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